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YFC poster and monthly newsletterI was first approached by the director of the YFC Wolf Creek division, they were looking for someone to update the look of the graphics for their promotional materials (posters for student events) and their quarterly newsletters. Money was limited and often the client didn't leave me much time to create the materials, so I had to design quickly, efficiently and line up print shops that were able to work with both the tight budget and deadlines. The posters were designed with the students in mind, while the newsletter was designed with an older audience in mind. I designed to suite both tastes while keeping their overall brand intact.
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Bra lounge car wrapI led the branding and web development for The Bra Lounge and they needed a car wrap that would stand out to potential customers. I wanted to give them something that would not only reflect the new branding but the personality of the owners. Bright colors on the neutral grey car with a fun little twist of the bra hanging over the back bumper to show their fun attitude and get the attention of anyone behind their vehicle, which is the point am I right?
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Reynolds Alberta MuseumI got to create showcase designs for the museum that would be on display at the museum. I was able to take photos, illustrate, contribute to web design, create online ads and offline. I was designing for all age groups from corporate to kids games to clothing.During my 6 month contract I didn't really have a restrictive budget. Like when I requested renting a cherry picker so I can take a photo 20 feet above the airplanes. My request was approved without thought. I got to design the signage featuring all the airplanes inside the museum, bringing attention and giving information to the showcases of the year. And brand the theme which was in the museum for the entire year.
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PM academyThis project is interesting from a problem solving point of view. The client insisted in using a theme that he purchased already. The theme promised great things but a lot of the functionality was either buggy or not working, so I modified the theme quite a bit to fix the functionality. The banners needed complex animations with multiple layers and elements with extended functionality. I additionally worked with him to update the logo and general branding for the overall website, it is in the first phase and expects to continue the website once there are enough sign ups.
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CMCGHGThis project was brought to me to fix the functionality of the theme. It broke after a major WordPress update. I convinced them to start fresh again, I added a lot of backend functionality to the theme with custom fields to help the client update the website simply with easy to use forms in the back end. Worked in collaboration with a designer to get the website in it's new form.
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Motherless DaughtersThis wonderful support group was developed for women who had lost their mothers at all stages of life and needed a place to connect through that grief. The two organizers had lost their mother when they were very young, and asked me to develop a logo to reflect the need for mothers and the grief felt. So I developed a logo that had a lost and uncertain feel, simple and evokes the feeling of the void in their life.
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QRiouscityAn company idea creation when QR codes were popular, the logo I designed was to function within Calgary and showcase QR codes in a marketing form to boost businesses. The QR technology never took off like I had hoped and the idea didn't seem as versatile with phone technology.
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Lawna Mackie AuthorWorking with my wonderful wife, who is the fantasy artist behind Lawnas work, we helped out our author friend by giving her design work that was of higher professional quality than her competitors. We brainstormed with her to give her ideas that other authors weren't doing in her circles. We found that her marketing supplied by the publishing company wasn't up to par, and she was saddened by them not listening to her voice and getting even her characters depicted right. We spent the time with her to hear her thoughts and guide her in ways to help her self promotion be more effective. The onus is on authors to create their own marketing and they are floundering with where to start and how to achieve it.The marketing approach and idea creation I collaborated on, working with Myriah Reed for illustration and design. I wrote and directed the book trailer with my knowledge and education of movie trailers and story boarding. Video editing and some of  the creation of the 3D elements (the cg waves) and effects were created  in Maya and After Effects. Our budget was nothing, so we either created the resources ourselves or used free resources to create this fun book trailer. If you are interested in some other video and 3D animation work of mine please view my Sodipop YouTube channel. https://www.youtube.com/user/sodipopstudios
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Below are some renders and modelling I have done in my free time as a hobby.
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